THE GUN CARE PROFESSIONALS

PRODUCT CATALOG
CLEAN • LUBRICATE • PROTECT

TRUSTED BRAND SINCE 1983

Shooter’s Choice in over 30 years has worked to provide the most effective gun care solvents
and lubricants in the world.
Our custom blended products are formulated by chemists who are shooting enthusiasts as well.
This unique combination of talent has enabled us to move to the forefront of our industry. We pride
ourselves on creating products that perform and provide the very best care for your firearms.
Our customers vary from professional to amateur target shooters, hunters, armorers, law
enforcement, and military special forces in the US and throughout the world. We are privately
held and family owned.
We realize that we’re not the only gun care solvent and lubricant producers out there but our
reputation for excellence speaks for itself. Our commitment to superior products innovation and
unwavering customer care, continues to be the reason for our success.
Shooter’s Choice guarantees to distributors, dealers, and consumers their complete satisfaction
in our products’ ability to perform or you will receive a full refund of the purchase price.

SHOOTERS-CHOICE.COM

MC-7 BORE CLEANER
The MC-7 Bore Cleaner is the original and a staple for bore cleaning
since the ‘80s. Highly effective in removing copper, lead, and carbon not
to mention powder and wad fouling.
This powerful cleaner can also be used on black powder guns.
SIZE
ITEM #
2 oz | SHF-MC702
4 oz | SHF-MC704

16 oz | SHF-MC716
1 Gallon | SHF-MC7128

MC-7 EXTRA STRENGTH

BORE CLEANER

As a result of constant testing and the pursuit to deliver the most effective
products, MC-7 Extra Strength was born. As an aerosol formula, it is
more efficient at breaking down harmful residues left behind in the bore.
This product is also effective for black powder.
SIZE
ITEM #
12 oz | SHF-MC7XT

LEAD REMOVER
Our lead remover is a specialized formula to remove lead, carbon and
powder from all your firearms without the use of harsh abrasives or
mechanical devices.
SIZE
ITEM #
|
4 oz
SHF-LRS04

MAXIMUM STRENGTH

COPPER REMOVER

Specifically formulated to attack copper and gilded metals left by
jacketed ammunition. Our copper remover also does a phenomenal job
restoring accuracy and performance to old or neglected firearms.
SIZE
ITEM #
|
8 oz
SHF-CRS08
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SHOTGUN & CHOKE

TUBE CLEANER

Engineered to deliver superior results on shotgun barrels especially
choke tubes and ports. This cleaner removes plastic, lead and powder
fouling as well as carbon build-up on operating mechanisms.
SIZE
ITEM #
12 oz | SHF-SG012

QUICK SCRUB III
When fast and convenient cleaning is important, there is no better than
Quick Scrub III. This product is made to remove surface residue, powder
and soft carbon without disassembly. For restoration of precision trigger
pulls and trouble-free action, try this quick evaporating cleaner.
SIZE
ITEM #
15 oz | SHF-DG315

POLYMER SAFE

QUICK SCRUB
This synthetic based cleaner is safe to use on almost any finish. From
polymers to plastics this product is harmless and can be used on dipped
or painted firearms as well as wood and synthetic stock models. With
the same great performance as Quick Scrub III, this is the go-to product
for worry free cleaning.
SIZE
ITEM #
12 oz | SHF-PSQ12

ULTRASONIC

CLEANING SOLUTION
This bio-degradable and non-toxic formula was specifically designed
to be used in ultrasonic cleaning tanks. For dissolving oil, grease and
powder build-up this non-corrosive product will do the job. This is a
concentrated solution and can be diluted for use.
SIZE
ITEM #
1 Gallon | SHF-UCS128
SHOOTER’S CHOICE®

FP-10 LUBRICANT ELITE

®

FP-10 is an elite level lubricant that dramatically reduces friction and
wear on moving metal parts. This formula will not build-up or change
tolerances and operates from -49°F to +500°F and even helps prevent
lead and copper from accumulating. This is a very versatile product and
can also be used on compound bows and fishing equipment.
SIZE
ITEM #
0.5 oz | SHF-FPL005
4 oz | SHF-FPL04

1 Gallon | SHF-FPL128
Canister of 36
		
0.5 oz bottles | SHF-FPL036
FP-10
		
Precision Set | SHF-FPLAP

ALL WEATHER

HIGH-TECH GREASE
This synthetic grease effectively prevents metal damage in actions,
bolts, frame rails and shotgun hinges/hardware. With the unique
syringe applicator this odorless grease is easy to apply and will cling
to metal surfaces for ultimate protection. Because of its formulation
it will not gum-up, melt, stiffen or wash away and has an operating
temperature range of -65°F to +350°F.
SIZE
ITEM #
10 cc | SHF-G10CC

RUST PREVENT
Shooter’s Choice Rust Prevent is a superior moisture displacing agent
that provides an ultra thin protective barrier that prevents rust and
corrosion. Not only is this a must for serious gun maintenance it will
neutralize fingerprint acids on all metals.
SIZE
ITEM #
6 oz | SHF-RP006

UNIVERSAL GUN

CARE PACK

The three essential steps in the Pro-Care System in one convenient
kit. MC-7 to clean your bore, FP-10 to lubricate and Rust Prevent to
protect. This universal kit has all the necessities to protect any firearm.
SIZE
ITEM #
Varies | SHF-CLP01
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GUN CLEANING KITS
Shooter’s Choice cleaning kits contain quality brass components that won’t
damage your firearm while cleaning. Get everything you need to clean your
firearms in one place with these kits, from brushes, mops, patches and jags to
all purpose brushes that aid in fine cleaning. A bottle of FP-10 Lubricant Elite® is
also included to keep your firearm properly lubricated and operating smoothly.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brass rod sections with male/female threaded ends
Bronze bore brush
Cotton bore mop
100% Cotton cleaning patches
Nylon All-Purpose cleaning brush
Brass pierce point jag
0.5oz bottle of FP-10 Lubricant Elite®

RIFLE
Caliber
ITEM #
.22 cal. | SHF-SRS-22

Cleans: .22 cal., .223 cal./5.56mm

.270 cal. | SHF-SRS-270

Cleans: .270 cal., 6.8mm, 7mm

6.5mm | SHF-SRS-65

Cleans: .243 cal. - 6.5mm

.30 cal. | SHF-SRS-30

Cleans: .30, .30-06, .30-30, .303, .308 cal.,
.300 Win Mag, .32 cal., 7.62mm, 8mm

PISTOL
Caliber
ITEM #
|
9mm
SHF-SRS-9MM
Cleans: 9mm

.40 cal. | SHF-SRS-40

Cleans: .40 cal.

.45 cal. | SHF-SRS-45

Cleans: .45 cal.

SHOTGUN
Gauge
ITEM #
|
20 SHF-SRS-20

Cleans: 20 GA

12 | SHF-SRS-12

Cleans: 12 GA

SHOOTER’S CHOICE®

GUN CLEANING ACCESSORIES
BORE BRUSHES
Caliber		ITEM #				 CLEANS
.22 cal. | SHF-322-3B | 3”| .22 Rimfire, .22-250 cal., .223 cal./5.56mm
.25 cal. | SHF-325-3B | 3”| .243, .25 cal., 6mm, 6.5mm
.270 cal. | SHF-270-3B | 3”| .260, .270, .280, .284 cal., 6.8mm, 7mm

|

.30, .30-06, .30-30, .303, .308,

BORE MOPS
Caliber		ITEM #				 CLEANS
.22 cal. | SHF-3M22 | 3”| .22 Rimfire, .22-250 cal., .223 cal./5.56mm
.25 cal. | SHF-3M25 | 3”| .243, .25 cal., 6mm, 6.5mm
.270 cal. | SHF-3M27 | 3”| .260, .270, .280, .284 cal., 6.8mm, 7mm

|

.30, .30-06, .30-30, .303, .308,

.30 cal. | SHF-330-3B | 3”| .300 Win Mag, .32, 7.62mm, 8mm

.30 cal. | SHF-3M30 | 3”| .300 Win Mag, .32, 7.62mm, 8mm

9mm | SHF-9MM-2B | 2”| .357cal/.38cal/9mm
.40 cal. | SHF-340-2B | 2”| .40, .401, .404, .405, .41 cal., 10 & 10.75mm
.45 cal. | SHF-345-2B | 2”| .45 cal.
.410 GA | SHF-410-3B | 3”| .410 GA
20 GA | SHF-520-3B | 3”| 20 GA
12 GA | SHF-512-3B | 3”| 12 GA

9mm |
.40 cal. |
.45 cal. |
.410 GA |

PIERCE POINT JAGS
Caliber		ITEM #				 CLEANS
.22 Rimfire, .223 cal./5.56mm
.22 cal. | SHF-J2243 |
.25 cal. | SHF-J256M |
.270 cal. | SHF-J277M |
.30 cal. | SHF-J30

|

.243, .25 cal., 6mm, 6.5mm
.270, .280, .284 cal., 6.8mm, 7mm

|

.30, .30-06, .30-30, .303, .308,
		
.300 Win Mag, .32, 7.62mm, 8mm

9mm | SHF-J9MM |		
.40 cal. | SHF-J40 | 		
.44 cal. | SHF-J44 |		
.45 cal. | SHF-J45 |		
20 GA | SHF-J20 |
12 GA | SHF-J12 |

.375, .38/9mm
.40 cal., 10mm
.44 cal.
.45 cal.
20 GA (Includes 1 felt pad)
12 GA (Includes 1 felt pad)

UNIVERSAL BORE GUIDE

SHF-2M38
SHF-2M40
SHF-2M45
SHF-3M410

20 GA | SHF-3M20
12 GA | SHF-3M12

| 2”| .357cal/.38cal/9mm
| 2”| .40 cal.
| 2”| .45 cal.
| 3”| .410 GA
| 3”| 20 GA
| 3”| 12 GA

SQUARE COTTON PATCHES
Size		ITEM #		 QTY.
1” | SHF-914-500 | 500
.2.5” | SHF-917-100 | 100
.3” | SHF-919SQ-100 | 100

MICROFIBER TOWEL
ITEM#

		

SHF-3502-RD-3 |

3 Pack - 12”x 27.5” - Reusable gun towels recommended for use on
firearms, tools, knives and optics. Soft and absorbent, they easily
clean a variety of surfaces without leaving behind lint and debris.

FP-10 PRECISION SET
ITEM#
SHF-FPLAP |

		
Includes FP-10 Lubricant Elite®, twist & lock cap, fine metal tip, ultra fine
metal tip, tip cover, and adjustable size plastic tip.

ITEM#				
SHF-BG-U | Fits most bolt action and MSR/AR style rifles

SOLID RODS
ITEM#			
		
SHF-SROD-22B | 36” Brass Rod - .22 cal. and larger
SHF-SROD-22S | 36” Stainless Steel Rod - .22 cal. and larger
SHF-SROD-22SC | 36” Stainless Steel Coated Rod - .22 cal. and larger
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SHOOTER’S CHOICE
6987 Laura Street
Lyons Falls, NY 13368
1-800-674-7847

